We present a continued fraction with 13 permutation statistics, several of them new, connecting a great number of combinatorial structures to a wide variety of moment sequences and their measures from classical and noncommutative probability. The Hankel determinants of these moment sequences are a product of (p, q)-factorials, unifying several instances from the literature. The corresponding measures capture as special cases several classical laws, such as the Gaussian, Poisson, and exponential, along with further specializations of the orthogonalizing measures in the Askey-Wilson scheme and several known noncommutative central limits. Statistics in our continued fraction generalize naturally to signed and colored permutations, and to the k-arrangements introduced here, permutations with k-colored fixed points.
Introduction, definitions and main results
By describing the distributions of random objects in terms of their moment sequences, a number of fundamental probability laws are seen to be equivalent to key constructions in combinatorics. A well-known example is the semicircle law [38] whose ubiquity in random matrix theory and free probability is paralleled by the pervasiveness of its moments, the Catalan numbers, in the enumerative world. Similarly, the moments of the Poisson and Gaussian laws enumerate, respectively, set partitions and perfect matchings of sets, while the 'noncommutative analogues' of these probability laws are given by combinatorial refinements of the aforementioned moment sequences [11, 2, 5, 9, 19] . In recent years, new probability laws were constructed by drawing on combinatorial statistics on set partitions, symmetric groups and other Coxeter groups [12, 10] . Conversely, a number of other well-known combinatorial sequences were also shown to be moments of (positive) Borel measures [29, 28, 8, 35] .
The classical theorem of Hamburger [23] provides a complete characterization of the moment sequences associated to Borel measures on the real line. Namely, given some real-valued sequence (m n ) n≥0 , the existence of a Borel measure µ on the real line with the property that R x n dµ(x) = m n is equivalent to the Hankel matrices (m i+j ) 0≤i,j≤n being positive semi-definite for all n ∈ N 0 (The measure µ is of course a probability measure whenever m 0 = 1.) Unfortunately, establishing the positivity of the Hankel matrices for a given combinatorial sequence is generally difficult.
This paper provides a more combinatorially explicit answer to the question of which familiar combinatorial objects may appear as moments of positive Borel measures on the real line. Our central object is the following continued fraction: CF = G a,b,c,d,f,g,h,ℓ,p,r,s,t,u (z) := 1
where
for a, b, c, d, f, g, h, ℓ, p, r, s, t, u ∈ R, where [n] x,y = x n−1 + x n−2 y + · · · xy n−2 + y n−1 . The continued fraction CF has a natural combinatorial interpretation in terms of thirteen elementary combinatorial statistics on permutations defined as follows:
We say that i is an excedance if i < σ(i), and likewise for the other definitions above.
Each of items 6-13 in Definition 1 counts inversions among certain subsets of letters in σ. An inversion is a pair (i, j) with i < j and σ(i) > σ(j). For example, ilae(σ) is the number of inversions among anti-excedances in which the smaller anti-excedance is linked; e.g. the inversion (4, 6) in σ = 2653714, where the anti-excedance σ(4) = 3 is linked with the anti-excedance σ(7) = 4.
The continued fraction CF encodes the generating function for these statistics:
Theorem 1 follows from Flajolet's correspondence [22] between continued fractions and labeled Motzkin paths, together with the following theorem. Definition 2. Let M n := M n (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, ℓ, p, r, s, t, u, v) be the set of Motzkin paths of length n labeled as follows, where [0, n − 1] = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}:
• Upsteps from level n − 1 to level n ≥ 1 have labels in
• Level steps at height 0 are labeled by u, those of height n ≥ 1 have labels in
The weight of a path π ∈ M n , denoted wt(π), is the product of its labels. Theorem 2. There exists a bijection λ : M n → S n with the property that if σ = λ(π) then
From the permutation statistics in Theorem 1 many combinatorial statistics can be constructed and connected to moments and probability measures, via corresponding specializations of parameters in CF, with several examples listed in Tables 1 and 2 .
Continued fraction expansions of ordinary generating functions commonly appear in combinatorial theory, particularly in relation to labeled Motzkin paths [22] . A particularly general example of this approach can be found in the work of Simion and Stanton [34] , where a joint distribution of ten combinatorial statistics on permutations is described by the continued fraction of the same form as (1) with
A crucial difference between (4) and our (2) is that in (2) α n and β n have no common parameters, and non-excedances are separated into fixed points and anti-excedances. This separation leads to a nice symmetry in (2) , and the explicit accounting of fixed points allows for several new connections to combinatorial structures and probability measures, as well as natural combinatorial extensions. In particular, this generalized scheme encompasses further noteworthy measures from classical and noncommutative probability, including several noncommutative central limits as well as a number of measures that were recently studied in connection to classical moment problems (Section 2.1). The continued fraction CF (1) also captures a number of special cases associated with the Askey-Wilson scheme (see Section 2.2), ascribing to these a simple combinatorial interpretation while also generalizing them in a new direction.
From the combinatorial perspective, the continued fraction CF (1) elucidates a combinatorial phenomenon whereupon the so-called Hankel transform of a number of combinatorial sequences evaluates to a product of q-factorials (Section 2.3). Furthermore, the same continued fraction allows us to classify combinatorial sequences associated with avoidance of permutation patterns of length three (including classical, consecutive, and vincular patterns) according to whether they are moment sequences of probability measures on the real line (Section 2.4).
Finally, the continued fraction CF (1) can be extended in two significant ways. First, we extend CF from the symmetric groups to hyperoctahedral groups and more generally to the reflection groups of colored permutations (Section 2.5). Second, CF and its combinatorial interpretations (Theorem 1), involving thirteen parameters (5 multiplicative scalars and 8 "q's"), are generalized to an arbitrary number of parameters by passing from permutations to the k-arrangements introduced here (Section 2.6). These extensions surely come with further implications on probability measures, moment problems, Hankel transforms, and possibly permutation patterns, which are yet to be explored.
Corollaries, Applications, Extensions
2.1. Permutation statistics as moment sequences. Consider the sequence
with the corresponding α n , β n as in (2) and the parameters a through u real numbers. From the general theory of moment problems and continued fractions (e.g. [33] ), (m n ) is the sequence of moments of some probability measure µ on the real line if and only if β n ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N. If β n > 0 for all n < n 0 and β n 0 = 0, the measure µ is unique (up to equivalence) and is supported on a set of n 0 elements. If β n is strictly positive for all n, there may be multiple non-equivalent measures, supported on infinite sets, whose moments are given by (5) . A sufficient condition for the determinacy of the Hamburger moment problem is Carleman's condition (e.g. [33] ), namely,
We therefore immediately obtain the following.
the sequence (m n ) in (5) is the moment sequence of some probability measure on the real line. If p = 0, or r = 0, or c = −d, or h = −ℓ, the measure is unique and consists of two atoms. More generally, when max(|c|, |d|) · max(|h|, |ℓ|) ≤ 1, the measure is unique.
In other words, the continued fraction CF encodes moments of a very general class of probability measures on the real line whose moments have combinatorial interpretations in terms of permutations and set partitions. Table 1 lists examples of combinatorial sequences, obtained as specializations of (5) , which are moment sequences of familiar measures. These include several fundamental laws in classical and noncommutative probability, such as various noncommutative central limits.
2.2.
A scheme of orthogonal polynomials. Given any probability measure µ on the real line, the Hilbert space L 2 (µ) of square-integrable real-valued functions has an orthogonal basis given by the polynomial sequence (P n ) defined by
whose coefficients α n ∈ R and β n ≥ 0 (n ∈ N) are determined by µ. The generating function of the moments (m n ) of the orthogonalizing measure µ, namely n≥0 m n z n , has the continued fraction expansion (1) with the recurrence coefficients (α n ) and (β n ) as in (7). Consider now the polynomial sequence (P n ) defined in (7), with the coefficients (α n ) and (β n ) as in (2), orthogonal with respect to the family of measures discussed in the preceding section. Though the sequence (P n ) is determined by a total of thirteen parameters, it nevertheless has, by Definition 1 and Theorem 1, a combinatorial interpretation in terms of elementary statistics on the symmetric groups.
The family (P n ) encompasses several of the classical orthogonal polynomials, such as the Hermite, Laguerre, and Charlier. These and other canonical families orthogonalized by probability measures on the real line are unified through the Askey-Wilson scheme [26] , a four-parameter family of q-hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials with rich probabilistic and combinatorial interpretations [17, 16] . To capture a broader segment of the Askey-Wilson scheme, it is convenient to extend (2) as:
A minor extension to the proof of Theorem 1 then shows that, in addition to the aforementioned thirteen combinatorial statistics, the parameter v carries the number of chains of excedances spanning the permutation's fixed points (see [7] ). Letting v = 0 and declaring 0 0 to be 1 allows us to encompass in (8) further well-known examples of quantum orthogonal polynomials, listed in Table 2 . A corollary of Theorem 1 is therefore a more elementary combinatorial interpretation for a significant subset of the polynomial sequences comprised in the Askey-Wilson scheme.
2.3.
The Hankel transform. The study of the Hankel transform of integer sequences, defined as the passage from a given integer sequence to that of determinants of the associated Hankel matrices, began with the work of Radoux [31] . Consider the so-called exponential polynomials (e n ), e 0 (x) = 1, e n (x) = π∈P(n)
x |π| (n ∈ N)
where the sum runs over all set partitions of [n] and |π| denotes the number of blocks of a partition π. Clearly, e n (1) is the nth Bell number, while the coefficients of e n (x) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Radoux showed that det(e i+j (x)) 0≤i,j≤n = x ( n 2 ) n k=0 k!.
This result is at the heart of two combinatorial phenomena. First, the Hankel transforms of many of the 'classical' sequences, such as the Euler numbers, Catalan numbers, involutions, and Hermite polynomials, have similarly pleasing forms. Second, many combinatorial sequences share the same Hankel transform. For example, letting D n denote the number of derangements (that is, permutations without fixed points) on n letters and setting D 0 := 1, one can show [31, 18] that
In addition, [1] lists ten other known integer sequences (viz. A000023, A000142, A000522, A003701, A010842, A010843, A051295, A052186, A053486, A053487, in addition to the derangements A000166) which share the Hankel transform (11) . It turns out that many of the examples previously studied in e.g. [31, 18, 24] as well as all of the aforementioned sequences in [1] are recovered from straightforward specializations of CF (1). In fact, a considerably more general result is true. Since, the determinants of the Hankel matrices associated with the sequence (m n ) are given by the product of the diagonal terms of the corresponding continued fraction (e.g. Theorem 11 in [27] ), we immediately obtain the following.
In other words, the structure of the Hankel transform as a product of q-factorials is broadly shared among integer sequences and generating functions associated with permutations and set partitions. This includes the combinatorial objects given in Tables 1  and 2 , as well as further specializations, discussed in the remainder of this abstract.
Permutation patterns.
The continued fraction CF also unifies several major enumerative results on permutation patterns. An occurrence of a pattern p in a permutation π is a subsequence of π whose letters appear in the same order of size as those in p. A vincular pattern is a pattern partitioned by dashes, the absence of a dash between two adjacent letters demanding that the corresponding letters in an occurrence in π must be adjacent. A consecutive pattern is a vincular pattern without dashes. Thus, in 356214, 524 is an occurrence of the classical pattern 2 1 3, 624 is an occurrence of 21 3 and 214 an occurrence of 213.
The first connection between pattern avoidance and moment sequences seems to be [32] , where the number of elements in S n avoiding the classical pattern 1 . . . (k + 1) was shown to be nth moment of the modulus squared of the trace of a k × k Haar unitary. Connections between the avoiders of four-letter classical patterns and moment sequences were recently explored in [21] by analytic and empirical methods.
The number of permutations in S n that avoid any single classical pattern of length 3 is the nth Catalan number, as is the case with 2 31. The numbers of permutations avoiding the vincular pattern 1 23 are the Bell numbers [13] . Both sequences arise as special cases of our CF (1). The permutations avoiding the consecutive pattern 123 are also enumerated by CF, obtained by setting s = 0 and all other parameters (a through u) to 1, while the numbers of those avoiding the consecutive pattern 132 are neither a moment sequence nor a special case of CF. These are the only symmetry classes of patterns of length 3, so we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let a n be the number of elements of S n that avoid a pattern p (classical, vincular, consecutive) of length 3. Then, (a n ) is a sequence of moments of some probability measure on the real line if and only the generating function of (a n ) is a special case of CF.
In [20] , a continued fraction is given for the generating function of the number of occurrences of the consecutive pattern 123, denoted occ 123 . Our CF refines this to the joint distribution with the number of ascents (places i such that σ i < σ i+1 ) as follows:
Theorem 3. Setting s = qx, p = x, u = 0 in CF, and all other parameters to 1, we obtain CF = n≥0 σ∈Sn
x asc(σ) q occ 123 (σ) z n .
This connection is fundamental, in that each occurrence of the consecutive pattern 123 corresponds to a linked excedance, which is one of the basic statistics carried by our CF, and ascents similarly correspond to arbitrary excedances. The continued fraction CF also encodes the joint distribution of the numbers occ x des(σ)+1 q occ 2 31 (σ) z n .
2.5.
Generalization to the hyperoctahedral groups and beyond. The continued fraction CF counts statistics on the symmetric group S n as described in Theorem 1. By simple substitutions of parameters we obtain distributions of analogous statistics on k-colored permutations S k n , where each letter of a permutation is assigned an arbitrary color from {0, 1, . . . , k−1}. Coloring affects the definitions of descents and other classical permutation statistics, as defined in [37] and studied in many subsequent papers. Note that S 2 n is the signed permutations, that is, the type B Coxeter group. Theorem 5. By setting s = p = kx, t = r = k, u → (k − 1)x + u in CF, and all other parameters to 1, we recover the joint distribution of excedances and fixed points on S k n : CF = π∈S k n x exc(π) u fix(π) z n .
By modifying our continued fraction CF as in (8) , to what we denote by CF v , we obtain the distribution of the number of inversions on S n and on the k-colored permutations S k n as follows: Theorem 6. Let a = c = h = r = q, b = f = d = ℓ = t = q 2 , g = v = 0, p = u = 1, s = 2q. Then,
Replacing z by z(k −1+q), CF v gives the distribution of non-inversions 1 on S k n for k > 1. We also obtain the joint distribution of excedances and inversions on S n , as follows: Theorem 7. With parameter settings as in Theorem 6, except p = x and s = (1 + x)q, we have
2.6. The k-arrangements. The parameter u in CF carries fixed points in permutations, which suggests the following generalization. Replacing u by variables u 1 + u 2 + · · · + u k corresponds to allowing labels from {1, 2, . . . , k} on each fixed point of a permutation counted by our continued fraction CF. We define the k-arrangements of [n], for any k ∈ N 0 to be the permutations of [n] each of whose fixed points is given any of k colors, where A 0 n is the set of derangements of [n]. Letting k = 1 recovers ordinary permutations 
h, s, t, u = 0, c = q P2(2n) by #cross. π∈P 2 (2n) q cr(π) q-Gaussian * [11, 36] h, s, t, u = 0 Perfect matchings π∈P 2 (2n) q cr(π) t nest(π) (q, t)-Gaussian * c = q, d = t by #cross/nest [5, 6] 
Restricted crossings q-Stirling 2 nd kind q-Poisson with rate λ u, p = λ in partitions [4] π∈P(n) q cr(π) λ |π| [2] h, t, u = 0, Restr. cross/nest Table 1 . Some moment sequences arising from noncommutative probability, encoded in (1) . Unmentioned parameters set to 1. P(n) is set partitions of, P 2 (2n) perfect matchings. Measures marked * have vanishing odd moments; sequences given correspond to even moments. of [n], and k = 2 corresponds to what previously have been called simply "arrangements" [14] , which also coincide with Postnikov's definition of "decorated permutations" [30, Def. 13.3]. Proposition 1. Let A k (n) be the number of k-arrangements of [n]. Then (1) A k (0) = 1 and A k (n) = n · A k (n − 1) + (k − 1) n for n > 0,
(3) A k (n) equals the permanent of the n × n matrix with k on the diagonal and 1s elsewhere, (4) The sequence (A k (n)) n≥0 , is the binomial transform of the sequence (A k−1 (n)) n≥0 .
We have several conjectures on distributions of classical permutation statistics and pattern avoidance on the k-arrangements, to appear soon in an arXiv paper [7] .
Orthogonal polynomial sequence
Normalized recurrence (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, ℓ, p, r, s, t, u, v) in (2) Discrete q-Hermite II (14.29.5) (0, 0, 0, q −2 , 0, 0, 1, q, q −1 , 1 − q, 0, 0, 0, 0) Discrete q-Hermite I (14.28.4) (0, 0, 0, q, 0, 0, 1, q, 1, 1 − q, 0, 0, 0, 0) Stieltjes-Wigert (14.27.4) (0, q −2 , 0, q −4 , 0, q −1 , 1, q, q −3 , 1 − q, (1 + q)q −3 , −q −1 , q −1 , 0) Continuous q-Hermite (14.26.4) (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, q, 1/4, 1 − q, 0, 0, 0, 0) Al-Salam-Carlitz II (14.25.4) (0, q −1 , 0, q −2 , 0, 0, 1, q, aq −1 , 1 − q, (a + 1)q −1 , 0, a + 1, 0) Al-Salam-Carlitz I (14.24.4) (0, q, 0, q, 0, 0, 0, q, a, 1 − q, (a + 1)q, 0, a + 1, 0) q-Charlier (a=1) (14.23.4) (0, q −2 , 0, q −4 , 0, q −2 , 1, q 2 , q −3 , 1 − q 2 , q −3 , q −2 , 1 + q −1 , 0) q-Laguerre (α=0) (14.21.6) (0, q −2 , q −4 , q −3 , 0, q −1 , 1, q, q −3 -q −2 , 1-q, (1+q)q −3 ,-2q −1 , (1-q)q −1 , 0) Little q-Lag./Wall (a=1) (14.20.4) (0, q, q, q 2 , 0, q 2 , q, q 2 , 1 − q, q(1 − q), 2q, −(1 + q)q 2 , 1 − q, 0) Cont. q-Laguerre (α=0) (14.19.4) (0, q, 1, q, 0, 0, 1, q, (1-q)/2, (1-q)/2, (1+ √ q)q 5/4 /2, 0, q 1/4 (1+q 1/2 )/4, 0)
Cont. big q-Hermite (14.18.5) (0, q, 1, q, 0, 0, 1, 0, (1 − q)/4, 1, aq/2, 0, a/2, 0) q-Meixner (b=c=1) (14.13.4) (0, q −2 , q −4 , q −3 , q −2 , q −1 , 1, q 2 , q −3 − q −2 , 1 − q 2 , q −3 , q −2 − q −1 , q −1 , 0) Big q-Laguerre (a= -b=1)(14.11.4) (0, q 2 , q, q 2 , 0, q, 1, q 2 , q 2 (1 − q), 1 − q 2 , q 3 (1 + q), −q 2 , q 2 , 0) q-Meixner-Pollaczek (14.9.4) (0, q, 1, q, 0, 0, 1, q, (1 − q)/2, (1 − q)/2, q 3/2 cos(φ), 0, √ q cos(φ), 0)
Al-Salam-Chihara (ab=q)(14.8.5) (0, q, 1, q, 0, 0, 1, q, (1 − q)/2, (1 − q)/2, (a + b)q/2, 0, (a + b)/2, 0) Continuous dual q-Hahn (14.3.5) (0, q 2 , 1, q 2 , 0, q 2 , 1, q 2 , (1 − q 2 )/2, (1 − q 2 )/2, a −1 q 4 , aq 2 , (a 2 + q 2 )/a, 0) (ab=-q, ac=q, bc= -q) Table 2 . Examples of orthogonal polynomial families in Askey-Wilson scheme [26] encompassed by (1) . Choice of parameters in (2) is generally non-unique.
